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Introduction 

In the first section of this paper the complete Hilbert functions for graded 
modules over a polynomial ring K[X, , . . . , X,,J where K is a field are studied. The 
principal results are Theorems 1 .l and 1.2. In the second section, 1.1 is applied to 
graded modules for the more general case where K is an arbitrary commutative ring. 
Theorem 1.2 resembles the main result of [l] and is included since it follows easily 
from the theory developed to prove 1.1. The main accomplishment of the second 
section is the development of a criterion for determining when a finitely generated 
graded module over a polynomial ring that happens to be flat over the coefficient 
ring is finitely presented. 

Notation. If A is an integral domain, qf A denotes the quotient field of A. We let 
k(p) = qf R/p whenever p is a prime ideal of the ring R. For the benefit of those who 
do not like to read sequentially an index of the definitions used appears at the end. 

1. Dimension functions 

A dimension function is any function f : Z -+ N with the following properties: 
(1) There exists a E Z such that f(n) = 0 if n < a; 
(2) There exists FEZ and a polynomial g(r) with coefficients in Q such that 

f(r) = g(r) whenever r> 6. 
We define the degree of the dimension function f to be the degree of the 

polynomial g (as in 2 of the above definition). If degree glrn and we write the 
coefficient of T”’ in g as n/m!, a simple induction shows that n E N (for indeed the 
coefficient of rm- I in g(r)-g(r- 1) is n/(m - l)!). We call n the type off when it is 
understood in advance that f is of degree sm. If f, and f2 are dimension functions, 
we shall write f, sfi if f,(r) <f*(r) for all r in Z. 
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30 J. Johnson 

If K is any ring we shall let SK be the polynomial ring K[X,, . . . , X,] where 

XI, x2, . . . . X,,, is a set of indeterminates that we shall hold fixed from now on. We 
shall let TX denote the set of all monomials in Xi, . . . . X,,,. For h EZ let Grh be the 
class of all graded SK-modules which are generated by finitely many elements 
homogeneous of degree ch where it is assumed that K varies over the class of all 
fields. It is well known that if M is a finitely generated graded SK-module and K a 
field, the function dim M defined by (dim M)(n) = dimK M,. n E Z, is a dimension 
function, and its degree is <m. (This in fact follows immediately from 1.1.3 and 
1.1.5 though that proof is fundamentally different from the usual one.) Given h E Z 
let Fh denote the set of all dimension functions dim M for A4 in Grh. 

1.1. Theorem. Let h E 2 and let f E Fh. Then there exists a number rE Z such that if 

g E Fh and g(s) 5 f(s) whenever s 5 r, then g 5 f. 

By hypothesis f =dim A4 where for some field K, A4 is a graded SK-module 
generated by finitely many elements homogeneous of degree sh. If we fix M and 
use it to define r (=r(M)), the value of r obtained will certainly be rh. Therefore to 
obtain an r that depends only on f (and not on how M is chosen) we can let 
r = min{ r(M): dim M= f ). The number r that is given by 1.1 will be denoted by 
ro(f, h, m - 1) (m - 1 indicates the degree of f). The function f,, defined by 
f,,(s) = f(h + s) is dim M(h) where M(h) is the graded SK-module isomorphic to M as 
an SK-module but graded by the rule (M(h)),,=M,,+“. We note that M(h) is 
generated by its elements that are homogeneous of degree 50 and so fh~ Fo. 
Suppose we find r in Z such that when g’E Fo, fh(s) zg’(s) for ss r - h implies 
f,,zg’. Then it will follow that g E F,, and f(s) sg(s) for all s 5 r implies f&) ?gh(s) 
for all s 5 r - h and that gh E Fo, thus fh 1 gh, and so f 2 g. Therefore we only need to 
prove 1.1 for the case h = 0. Furthermore M’= Ena,, M, is a graded SK-module 
generated by finitely many elements homogeneous of degree zero. If for g in Fo we 
define g’(s) = g(s) for s r 0, g’(s) = 0 for s < 0 we have that f ‘= dim M’. Evidently if 
we have r such that u E F. and f’(s) L u(s) for s 5 r =) f ‘2 u, then f(s) rg(s) for s 5 r 

and geFo = f’(s)rg’(s) for ssr, so f’rg’ and so fzg (as rz0). We may 
therefore assume that f(s) =0 if s<O and that therefore A4 is generated by MO. 

Consider an SK-module F that is free on elements el, . . . , e, homogeneous of 
degree zero. We let B= {XUej: UE N”, 1 rjsn} where XU=X,“‘.-. XGm and note 
that there are natural bijections N” x {l, .., , n} I BzU,, N”’ (=the disjoint union of 
n copies of N”). We write (u,j)s(u,k) if u,u~N~,i=k and u;(u; for 1 ri~m. 

Let jUji=U\+“’ +u;ifu~N*and lsisrn. Weshallwrite /uI,as /I(( andcall 
this number the degree of u. We write (u,j)< (u,k) if (lul,, ~u~~-~,...,~u~~,~> 

precedes (iul,,,, Iulm-i, . . . . (o\t,k) in the lexiocographic order on N”‘x {I, . . ..n) and 
(u,j) +(u,k). We note u c u * u < u. The two orders that were just defined on 
N”‘x{l,..., m) induce analogous orders and a notion of degree on B and &NM 
since all these sets are isomorphic and < and < will be used to denote them also. 

If OfHEF we can write H=cb+R where O#cEK,beB and RE Cb.EB,b<bKb’, 
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and the pair (6, c) is unique. We cal b the leader of H and c the leading coefficient 
of H. 

1.1.1. Lemma. Let UCNmx{l ,..., n} be infinite. Then there exists an infinite 
sequence of elements uI < t(~ < ‘.. of elements of I/. 

Obviously it is enough to prove this in the case n = 1, e.g. when UC N’“. That case 
is proved by a routine induction (cf. [2]). 

If UCB an element u of U will be called primordial if there is no u’ in U with 
u’< u. Let U_ denote the set of primordial elements of U. By the above lemma, #U- 
is finite. If UE U let u’ be the first element for the order < of the set (U’E I/: U’IU}. 
Then U’E U_, so every element of U is z some element of Or-. We call U spreading 

ifuru’EU = u E U. Then U is spreading if and only if I/= {b E B: b L u for some 
u E U_ }. We shall assume definitions analogous to this one are made for subsets of 
N”‘x{l,..., n} and LL, N”‘. For brevity we shall refer to subsets of Nm x { 1, . . . , n} or 
B or of a finite disjoint union of copies of N” as m-dimensional sets. 

Consider an exact sequence 0 *N- F-M+0 of graded SK-graded modules 
where F is free on elements e ,, . . . , e, homogeneous of degree zero. Let L be the set 
of all leaders of non-zero elements of N. Since u < u implies u < X,u < X,u if u, o E B, 
it is clear that L is a spreading m-dimensional set. Let M’= CbeBiL Kb. 

1.1.2. Lemma. F=M’@N. 

Evidently M’fl N= 0 since every non-zero element of N has its leader in L and so 
can’t be in M’. To show that F=M’+N it will suffice to show that BC.M’+N. If 
BcZM’+ N, let b be the first element of B with respect to the order < not in M’+ N. 
Since B\L CM’+ N, b E L. Therefore b is the leader of an element H of N and we 
may assume that H= b + R where R is a linear combination over K of elements 
b’ of B with b’< b. By the hypothesis on b each such b’eM’+N, so 

b=H-REN+M’+N=M’+N, acontradiction. 

If V is an m-dimensional set and TE N, let V(r) be (o E V: / u/ = r} whenever 
TE Z. Let (# V)(r) = #(V(r)), TE Z. We have #B(r) = n(bin(m - 1 + r, m - 1)) where 
bin(p,q)=p(p- l).;.(p-q+ 1)/q! when prq>O, bin(p,O)= 1 if pro, and 
bin(p,q)=O if p<q or if q<O. By 1.1.2 

dim IV,= dim M:= #(B\L)(r) = n[bin(m - 1 + r, m - l)] - #L(r). 

The following is now immediate. 

1.1.3. Lemma. If f E F. and f(0) in, there exists a spreading subset V of II, N”’ 
such that f(r) = n[bin(m - 1 + r, m - l)] - # V(r) whenever rr0. 
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From 1.1.3 it is easy to see that our theorem will result from the following 
theorem. 

1.1’. Theorem. Let V be a spreading m-dimensional set. There exists r in Z such 
that if W is also a spreading m-dimensional set and #W(s) L # V(s) for ss r, then 

#W?#V. 

When V is contained in a finite disjoint union of copies of N”, say V= 
V, LI ...l_L V, where each 5 is contained in a copy of N”‘, we shall call each vj a 
summand of V. We note that 1.1’ is obvious for the case m = 1 as we can let r be the 
maximum of the {[u/: IJE V-}. 

If u E Nm we let F(u), the fan of u, be (w E N”: WL IJ). When u belongs to a 
disjoint union of copies of N” it is to be understood that F(u) is entirely contained in 
the summand that contains u. We note that #(F(D))(T) = bin(m - 1 + r- ) IJ], m - 1). 
If V is an m-dimensional spreading set, any subset of V that can be mapped in a 
one-to-one degree-preserving manner onto an (m - l)-dimensional spreading set will 
be called a cut of V. If V is an m-dimensional spreading set with exactly n distinct 
non-empty summands, we shall say that V is of type n. 

1.1.4. Lemma. (1) Let V be a spreading m-dimensional set whose summands are 

v,, .a*, V,,andletabeinN”. Then ~,=U,Y=,{u~Vj:u,=a)isacutof V. 
(2) Let V be a spreading set of type n. Then if u ,, . . . , v,, lie in distinct summands 

of If, V\UJ=, F(uj) is a cut of V. 

For proving (1) or (2) of 1.1.4 we may assume VC Nm. For (l), observe that the 
map V,*N”‘-’ defined by u*(u1+aru2, . . . . u,- ,) does what is required. For (2) we 
need to show that UE V =) V\F(u)isacutof V. Whenever lsismandOsc<ui 
define K,={wE V: Wi=C and WjZUj if icjsm). This defines exactly u~i-**~+u,,, 

different sets V,,. If w E V;,fl qd we cannot have j > i as then d = Wj L uj whereas we 
are assuming d< uj. Since by symmetry we cannot have j< i either it follows that 
j=i and SO c=wi=wj=d. Thus Vi,nV,k+O =) (i,c)=(j,d). If WEN~\F(U), 

wi < ui for some i and if i is taken as large as possible, w E Vie where c = Wi. It follpws 
that V\F(u)=U Vi,. If i>l, 

UC.(Ul+C,U*,...,Ui-l,Ui+l,...,Um) 

defines a degree-preserving map of Vi, onto a spreading subset of Pi”-’ and 

u~(u~+c,uj,...,u,) 

does the same for V,,. This proves (2) of 1 .1.4. 

1.1.5. Lemma. If V# 0, # V is a dimension function of degree m - 1 and the type of 
#V is the type of V. 
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To establish 1. I.5 for any particular value of m it is enough to show that when 
0# VCNrn, # V is a dimension function of degree m - I and type 1. For m = 1, 

# V(r) = bin(r -s, 0) where s is the first element of V. For m > 1 we can assume 1.1.5 
is established for all smaller values of tn. Let UE V. Then V\F(o) is a cut W by 
1.1.4. Then # V(r) = (#F(u))(/) + # W(r) and by our inductive assumption # W= 0 

or is a dimension function of degree m - 2. Thus 

#V(r)=bin(m-l+r-Iu/,m-l)+#W(r). 

Since bin(m - 1 + r- 1 u I, m - 1) is of degree m - 1 and has type 1, the same is true for 
# Y(r) and so 1.1.5 follows. 

1.1.6. Remark. A closer look at this last proof shows we can find a finite ordered 
set S and a function 

(fi,fi):s-{l,...,m)xN 

with the following properties: 

(1) #V(r)=C,,,bin(m-fl(s)+f-fi(s),m-fi(~)). 
(2) scs implies f,(s) (f,(Y) andf2(s) of&‘). 

To prove 1.1’ for m > 1 set n = type #V and note that #N”(r) = bin(m - 1 +r, m - 1) 
has type 1, so for some a in N we have (n - 1) # Nm(a) < # V(a). Thus if W is any 
m-dimensional spreading set and #W(a) 2 #V(a), n - 1 summands of W cannot 
contain W(a). Put another way, there will exist points wl, . . . , w, of W(a) that lie in 
distinct summands of W. In particular for our fixed V we can fix elements ul, . . . , u, 

of V(a) that lie in distinct summands Vi, .., , V, of V respectively. The other 
summands of V are then empty so we can assume Y= Vi I_L *.- Il V,. Then by 1.1.4, 
V’= I’\IJ:=,F(uj) is a cut of V. Thus #V’ is the dimension of an (m - l)- 
dimensional spreading set. We have also that 

V=F(u,)1lF(u*)U...UF(u,)U V’. 

We may assume that the theorem holds for all smaller values of m and thus that 
there exists b in N such that if W’ is any finite disjoint union of cuts of 
N”, # W’(s) 2 # V’(s) for SI b implies # W’z # Y’. Let r= sup(a, b). 

Assume now that W is as in the statement of 1.1’ with r as we have chosen it. We 
need to show that # W? # V. Since # W(a) 2 #V(a), it follows (as was noted above) 
that there exist wI,..., w, in W(a) lying in distinct summands W,, . . . , W, of W 

respectively. Let W, + , , . . . , Wh be the remaining summands of W. Let 

w’= IJ [ Wj\F(Wj)] 
and let 

/=I 

W”= (ZE wn+, U.-e u W& z,cr}. 

Then 
W>Z=F(w,)U~~~UF(w,)U W’U W” 
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and this union is disjoint. It will suffice to show that #Zr # V. Now if SIT, 
Z(s) = W(s), so #( W’ U W”>(s) 2 # V’(S) and by 1.1.4 W’U W” and V’ are cuts. Also 
by r. Therefore, by the reasoning noted above, our inductive hypothesis implies 
#(tV’UW”)r#V’so 

#Z= i #F(Wj)+#(W’UW”)? i #F(uj)+#V’=#V* 
j=l j=l 

Unlike the theorem in [I], m is fixed in the following result. 

1.2. Theorem. Zf h E Z, Fh contains no infinite strictly decreasing sequence. 

If M’, M2, . . . is an infinite sequence of members of Grh such that fi>fi> -I. 
where fi=dimMj then the sequence f;zf;r..- where fi(r)=fJr+h) if rr0, 
h’(r) = 0 if r < 0 has an infinite strictly decreasing subsequence. Also A’= dim M’j 
whereM’j= Cr+,,MJ’+h. Therefore in looking for a contradiction we can assume that 
h = 0 and also that fi(r) = 0 for every j if r < 0. Also evidently (by omitting a finite 
number of the fj) we may assume that all f,(O) have the same value n. Then 
dimMj=n#N”’ - # 5 by 1.1.3 where q is a spreading subset of LL, N”‘. It will 
suffice to show that # Vj cannot increase indefinitely. The number of non-empty 
summands of Vj eventually is constant and we shall now redefine n to be that 
constant number. We shall also discard the (finitely many) Vj with fewer than n 
summands. Then we have a E N such that # Vj(a) > (n - l)[bin(m - 1 + a, m - l)] for 
all j. Considering now any particular value of j we note there exist elements uI, . . . , u, 

of V;(a) that lie in distinct summands. Therefore 

vi= V;UF(u,)U...UF(u,) 

where Vi’= Vj\Uz=, F(IJ~) and evidently this union is disjoint. Examination of the 
proof of 1.1.4 shows that vj’ has a degree-preserving isomorphism with a spreading 
subset of UnnNm-I. After making these definitions for each j we shall have 
#V;<#V;<... where the Vi are essentially spreading subsets of I-L,,, N”-‘. That 
contradicts the case m - 1 that we can assume (by induction) already to be 
established. 

2. Applications to graded modules over a general polynomial ring 

If R is any (commutative) ring an R-field is any homomorphism of rings @ : R -+K 
with K a field. We usually take @ for granted and refer to K as the R-field. The 
following lemma is recalled for the reader’s convenience. 

2.1. Lemma. Let S be any ring (commutative or not) and M an S-module. The 
following are equivalent: 
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(1) There is a surjection F +M of left S-modules such that F is finitely generated 
free and the kernel is a finitely generated submodule of F; 

(2) M is finitely generated and any surjection F-M of S-modules where F is 
finitely generated has a finitely generated kernel. 

A module which has the equivalent properties of 2.1 is called finitely presented. A 
reference for 2.1 is [3]. 

An R-module is called regular if it is finitely generated and projective. A finitely 
generated graded SR-module M is called regular if every M, is a regular R-module 
(which does not imply it is regular when considered as a non-graded SR-module). If 
M is any finitely generated graded SR-module and K is an R-field, let &k(r)= 
dimK(KORM,) for every r in 2. We call fM,k a dimension function of M, and note 
that it is indeed a dimension function in the sense of the definition given previously. 
If p E Spec R we let fM,,, =fW,k where K= qf R/p. 

2.2. Theorem. Let M be a finitely generated graded SR-module and consider the 
folio wing properties of M: 

(I) M is finitely presented as an SR -module; 
(2) M has only finitely many dimension functions. 

Then (1) =) (2) and, ifM is regular, (2) = (1). 

2.2.1. Lemma. (1) Let M be a finitely generated module over a ring R, p a prime 
ideal of R and K=qf R/p. If dimK K&M= n, there exists a g in R/p such that 
M[l/g] = R[l/g] BRM is generated as a R[l/g]-module by n elements. 

(2) If furthermore M is regular, g can be chosen so that M[ 1 /g] is a free R [ 1 /g]- 
module on n generators. 

To prove 2.2.1 let F be a free R-module on n generators el, . . . , e, and let xl, . . . ,x, 

in M be chosen so that their images in k(p)@,M generate that k(p)-vector space. 
Let @ : F-+M be the R-module map that sends ej to Xj for each j. Since 

k(p)@@ : k(p)O,F-+k(pK3,M 

is an isomorphism, the cokernel C of GP: Fr +MP is zero and so C[l/g] is zero for 
some g in R\p. That makes @[l/g] surjective and (1) of 2.2.1 therefore follows. To 
prove (2) note that the exact sequence 

O-N-F-M-O 

where N= ker @ implies an exact sequence 

O-k(p)O,N-k(p)O,F~k(p)O,M-,O 

so k(p)@, N=O which implies that N[l/g] =0 for some g in R\p, and (2) follows. 

In proving 2.2 the implication (l)-(2) will be shown first. If M is a finitely 
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presented graded SR-module it is well known (and easy to prove) that MZ R OR, M’ 
where R’ is a finitely generated algebra over Z and M’ is a finitely generated 
SRf-module. Evidently any dimension function of M is also a dimension function of 
M’, so to show that M has only finitely many dimension functions it will suffice to 
show the same is true for the R’-module M’. Thus we can assume to begin with that 
R is noetherian. 

Let pI be any minimal prime ideal of R and pz, . . . , p), the others. Assume that M 
is generated by its elements that are homogeneous of degree ah and let f be the 
number of 1.1 for h and the dimension function f= dim k(~,)@~ M. As f(s) # 0 for 
only finitely many SC r we may use 2.1.1 to choose an element g of R \p, such that 
M,[ l/g] is generated as an R[ l/g]-module by f(s) elements for each SC r. Then if 
q~Spec R and g$q3pt, f,u,qlf but also &,Js)sf(s) whenever SST, so by 1.1, 
fM,cr=f. Let 1, be the ideal gp2 “‘ph of R. If qESpec R and fM,,,#f, q>fo. There- 
fore the dimension functions of M other than f are all dimension functions of the 
graded SR,,,-module M/Z&4. Also 10# (0) because ZoQpl . 

It is now clear that if R is a noetherian ring and M any finitely generated graded 
SK-module with infinitely many dimension functions, there is a (proper) non-zero 
ideal I0 of R such that the graded S R,l,,-module M/l&f has infinitely many 
dimension functions. It follows, by considering R/Z0 and M/l&f, that there exists 
an ideal 1, 210 of R with II # R such that M/IiM is a graded SR,(,-module with 
infinitely many dimension functions. Indefinite repetition of this procedure gives an 
infinite strictly increasing sequence 1,~1,5 IZ$... of ideals of R, contradicting 
the fact that R is noetherian. It follows that M cannot have infinitely many 
dimension functions. 

Before we show the implication (2) = (1) of 2.2 (for M regular) let us note that the 
regularity assumption is needed. For this we can let R be a ring with only one prime 
ideal where that ideal is not finitely generated but does have a sequence of 
generators uO,al, . . . . Let m=l, X=X, and let Mr=R/(ao,...,a,), HEN. Let 
X: M,-MT+, be induced by idR for all r and let M= C M,. Then &l has only one 
dimension function but evidently is not finitely presented. 

Assume now that M is regular, is generated by UsshMh, and has finitely many 
dimension functions f ,, . . . , fq. By 1.1 there exists r in N such that if f E Fh, f 2fi for 
some i with f(s) =f;(s) for all SI r then f=f;. Let u : P +M be a surjection of 
graded SR-modules where P is finitely generated and free on elements of degree 5h. 
Let N= ker U. Let N’cN be the S,-module of N generated by all the N, with SIT. 
Then N’ is finitely generated. Let M’ = P/N’ and let o : M’ -M be the canonical 
map. It will suffice to show that u is an isomorphism. If K is any R-field, idK& u is 
a surjective homomorphism of graded SK-modules which have identical dimension 
functions (because of the way r was picked) so it is an isomorphism. Thus for n in 
Z, idK @ u,, (where u, : MI: -M,J is an isomorphism. It follows that if p = An% K, 
idR,BR u, is an isomorphism since by the flatness assumption (M,Jp is a free module 
over R,. Now as p is an arbitrary prime ideal of R, u, is an isomorphism. Thus v is 
an isomorphism, so N’= N and M is finitely presented. 
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Because of (2) of 2.1.1 it is clear that if M is a finitely presented flat R-module 
and C is a connected component of Spec R, dimkcp, k(p) 0, M is constant for p in 
C. It follows that if M is a regular graded SR-module the f+,,, for p in C are all the 
same. The following is therefore an immediate corollary of 2.2. 

2.3. Corollary. If Spec R has only finitely many connected components, then many 
finitely generated regular graded SR -module is finitely presented. 

The following example shows that the hypothesis of 2.3 is needed. 

2.4. Example. Let ke, k,, . . . be an infinite sequence of fields all isomorphic to a 
given field k, and let R be flra,, k, considered as a ring in the usual way. For r in N let 
e, be the element of R defined by (e,), = 0 for s < r and = 1 k, for s ;‘ r. Let M, be the 
ideal of R generated by e, and define X: M,-+M,+ , by Xe, = e,, , for all r in IN. Then 

M= Cr,O A4, is a graded R[X]-module and is generated by the single element 
(e,,,O,O,...) of MO. If rEN, pr=(aER:a,=O} is a maximal ideal of R and 
k(p,)zkk,. Also k,@,M,/p,M,zk or 0 accordingly as szzr or s>r. The dimension 
function f, = fPr is therefore given by fr(s) = 1 or 0 accordingly as s 5 r or s > r. Thus 
M is not finitely presented. However each M, is a regular R-module because 
R =iV,@M, where N, is the ideal of R consisting of all those elements R with as= 0 

for all s 2 r. 
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